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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III

Report No. 50-282/84-06 (DPRP); 50-306/84-06 (DPRP)

Docket No. 50-282; 50-306 License No. DPR-42; DPR-60

Licensee: Northern States Power Company
414 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, MN 55401

Facility Name: Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant

Inspection At: Prairie Island Site, Red Wing, MN

Inspection Conducted: May 7 - 11, 1984

Inspectors: L. J. Callan
W. A. Hansen
J. D. Smith
D. J. Sullivan, Jr.

[-Md'[Approved By: x a / A,

I.A.'Jackif,Chiet Date
R(actor Pr4jects Section 2B

Inspection Summary

Inspection on Report No. 50-282/84-06(DPRP);50-306/84-06(DPRP)

Areas Inspected: Routine unannounced inspection of maintenance with
emphasis on administrative controls, Limitorque Corporation valve operators,
reactor coolant pressure boundary fasteners, and maintenance training. The
inspection involved a total of 96 inspe: tor-hours onsite by 4 NRC inspectors.

Results: Of the 4. areas inspected no items of noncompliance or deviations
were identified.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

E. Watzl, Plant Manager
*D. Hendele, Plant Superintendent, Engineering and Radiation Protection
R. Lindsey, Plant Superintendent, Operations and Maintenance

*A.~ Hunstad, Staff Engineer
*A. Smith, Senior Scheduling Engineer
*G. Miller, Superintendent Operations Engineering
*J. Nelson, Superintendent, Maintenance
J. Hoffman, Superintendent, Technical Engineering
M. Muhlhausen, Maintenance Supervisor
J. Lyons, Maintenance Supervisor

*K. Albrecht, Superintendent, Quality Engineering
G. Lenertz, Lead Production Engineer"

*R. Fraser Production Engineer
L. Anderson,-Nuclear Technical Services

,
-

The inspectors also talked with and interviewed other licensee employees,-

including members of the technical and engineering staffs, shift supervisors,
and QA personnel.

8

* Denotes those present at the exit interview

2. MAINTENANCE

A. Administrative Control of Maintenance

The NRC inspector reviewed Administrative Control Directive SACD 3.2,-

Revision 9, " Work Request and Work Request Authorization," to verify
that it adequately established responsibility for the initiation,
review, approval', implementation, and documentation of safety-related
maintenance. Additionally, the inspector reviewed approximately thirty

! . safety-related work requests to ensure that Directive SACD 3.2 was
being properly implemented. Based.on these reviews, the inspector
made the following observations:

1)- Section 6.7 of Directive SACD 3.2 provides instructions for filling
out a Work Request Authorization (WRA) for safety-related equipment
maintenance. Step 6.7.2.d of this section states that "... Tech ~
Spec requirements that are to be complied with shall be included -
(i.e., number and given in complete detail if extensive)."
The-inspector's review of safety-related WRAs indicated
that reference to Technical Specifiation (TS) requirements
in WRAs appeared to be inconsistent. For example, a number -
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of WRAs that involved relatively complex TS Limiting Conditions
for Operation (LCOs) had only the TS number referenced; whereas,
other WRAs that involved relatively simple, straightforward LCOs
had the entire TS reference written out.

The NRC inspector discussed with licensee management representa-
tives this apparent lack of consistency in implementing Step
6.7.2.d of Directive SACD 3.2. .The licensee acknowledged
that the requirements of this procedural step were ambiguous
and allowed too much latitude for individual interpretation.
The licensee further indicated that the intent of the proce-
dural requirement was to ensure that the LCOs for complex,
involved LCOs were adequately explained on the WRAs, but that
only the TS number had to be referenced for less complicated
LCOs. The licensee further stated that the procedural
requirements for referencing TS LCOs on applicable safety-
related WRAs would be reviewed and appropriate changes made
in an upcoming revision to Directive SACD 3.2. . This item
will remain open pending the inspector's review of the
adequacy of the revisions to Directive SACD 3.2(282/84-06-01;
306/84-06-01).

2) For safety-related maintenance, Step 6.7.2.e of Directive
SACD 3.2 states:

Testing: Specific tests of systems or components SHALL
be referenced or included as part of the WRA package.

The above procedural requirement for post-maintenance
testing appears to be consistent with the requirements of.
paragraph 5.3.5 of ANSI N 18.7-1972, which states in part:

Maintenance procedures shall contain ... the features
of maintenance described below...

(3) Post-Maintenance Check Out and Return to Service.
Instructions shall be included, or referenced, for
returning the equipment to its normal operating
status. Operating personnel shall place the
equipment in operation and verify and document its
functional acceptability...

Based on discussions with licensee representatives and a
review of safety-related WRAs, the inspector determined that
' Step 6.7.2.e of Directive SACD 3.2 appeared to be inconsistently
implemented. Specifically,.some 1icensee management. representatives
indicated that WRAs did not have to reference a post-maintenance
test for every type of safety-related maintenance; instead,
only maintenance activities where post-maintenance tests
were " appropriate"' required such a reference. This apparent
confusion about when post-maintenance testing was required
for safety-related maintenance was further demonstrated -
'during the inspector's review of completed WRAs. ~ In some
cases, post-maintenance tests were not referenced in the
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maintenance instructions. However, in the examples identified,
the maintenance technicians had generally documented the
performance of a post-maintenance test under the section of
the Work Request form titled " Notes on Work Completed." When

- questioned by the inspector concerning the apparent lack of
a consistent policy regarding the requirements for including
procedural references or instructions in WRAs for post-main-

,

tenance testing, licensee management representatives indicated
that they would review their current practices in this regard
and make necessary clarifications to Directive SACD 3.2 to
establish a consistent policy. This item will remain open
(282/84-06-02; 306/84-06-02).

No violations or deviations were identified.

B. . Motor Operated Valves (Limitorque Actuators)

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's mcintenance program for
safety-related motor operated valves. The inspection concentrated

,

.

on licensee efforts related to valve actuators manufactured by the
' Limitorque Corporation and covered the following areas: preventive

maintenance, corrective maintenance, maintenance history, work
packages and schedules, maintenance training and quality control.

The-licensee had no separate written corrective or preventive main-
tenance program for safety-related Limitorque valve actuators or
controllers. Required maintenance actions were included in the
work package that accomplished work on the associated valve or
system. Work packages for both corrective and preventive mainte-
nance of motor operated valves were examined and were found to be
satisfactory.

F

The licensee had no formal, separately maintained repair history
- for Limitorque valve actuators. These records were stored with-

the . completed work packages for the associated valves. Actuator
motor current traces had been routinely recorded before and after *

maintenance on all valve operators. The originals of these traces
were filed by the electrical supervisor responsible for-actuator
motor and controller maintenance. The same individual kept
informal records of valve travel times, and torque and limit
switch settings.

: A licensee' engineer was in the, process of preparing maintenance and
' operating procedures for Limitorque valve actuators which would in-

corporate the recommendations of recent NRC IE Notices and current
guidance from industry.

,

The licensee had recently completed a training course on Limitorque
valve operators' for plant operations and maintenance personnel.
This course' was conducted by experienced site personnel and by the
Limitorque Corporation. Other motor operated valve training was

I'on-the-job . training.
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- Quality control for Limitorque valve actuators.was performed as '

part of the regular process for preparing and completing work
packages.of the associated valve. Quality control holds and
checks were incorporated into the work request authorizations.

No maintenance activities were observed on valve actuators.

Maintenance on Limitorque valve operators met the requirements of
ANSI 18.7N-1972.

No violations or deviations were identified.

C. Threaded Fasteners In The Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary

The inspector reviewed licensee procedures.and QA documentation
relating to maintenance practices for reactor coolant pressure
boundary threaded fasteners to verify their technical adequacy.
In, addition, the inspector interviewed some of the responsible
supervisors and technicians to verify that they were aware of the
history of industry problems with respect to reactor coolant
pressure boundary fastener degradation (see IE Bulletin 82-02 for
details), and that they were properly implementing the appropriate
procedures when performing. maintenance activities on threaded
fasteners.

No violations or deviations'were identified.

D. Maintenance Staff Training Programs

The inspector reviewed the. qualification and training records of
the licensee's maintenance staff and verified that personnel met
the requirements of ANSI N 8.1 and 18.1-1971. Additionally, the
inspector verified that the licensee's non-licensed training
program established by Administrative Work Instructions 3.5.10,
11, 13, 14, 25 and Training Department-Policies Numbers 10, 11,
12,13 and 17 was being adequately implemented for maintenance :
technicians; and that it provided an adequate on-going training
program to ensure maintenance personnel were properly trained to
perform assigned tasks. The inspector noted that the four-year
apprenticeship program for maintenance technicians appeared to be
comprehensive, .with a good balance between on-the-job and formal
training.

No violations or deviations were identified.

3. .Open Items

Open items are matters which'have been d'iscussed with the-licensee which
will be reviewed further by the inspector, and which involve some action -
_ on the part of the NRC or licensee or both. Open items disclosed .
_during the' inspection are' discussed in Paragraphs 2.A.(1), and 2.A.(2)..
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4. Exit Interviews

The inspectors conducted interim interviews with Mr. Mendele and members
of the plant staff during the inspection and met with Mr. Hendele and
other members of the staff (denoted in Paragraph 1) at the conclusion'

of the inspection. The inspectors discussed the scope and results of
the inspection and stated that two open items were identified which
related to Administrative Centrol of Maintenance.

The licensee acknowledged the inspectors' comments.
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